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Abstract

Whisking behaviour, observed in animals like rodents andmarsupials,
have been of great interest to neuroscientists, as a model for the study
of mechanisms behind active sensing. Most of the studies of the whisk-
ing behaviour utilize video recordings of the movement. Since manual
tracking of whisking in each of the video frame is unfeasible, it be-
comes necessary to automate the tracking of whisker fibres across the
frames. To this end, we utilize a deep learning based framework called
DeepLabCut to identify whiskers in the video frames. The work shows
that it is possible to track individual whisker fibres in untrimmedmice
using mono-ocular recordings of free whisking, without use of any
markers.The results from tracking across the recordings were used to
derive parameters like whisker angles and velocities, which were used
to define the whisker movement in further analyses. Further, this time
series data obtained from the tracking were modelled to examine the
possibility of clustering the data into activelywhisking andnon-whisking
bouts. It was observed that a Markov Random Field-based method
(Toeplitz InverseCovariance clustering)models the transitions between
whisking and non-whisking bouts with a better temporal consistency
when compared to a Gaussian Hidden Markov Model.
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Sammanfattning

Morrhårens funktion observerad hos djur som gnagare och pungdjur
har varit av stort intresse för forskare inom neurovetenskap som en
modell för studerandet av mekanismer inom aktiv sensorik. De flesta
studier inom morrhårsbeteende använder sig av videoinspelningar av
rörelsemönstren. Eftersom manuell spårning av morrhårens rörelse i
varje film-bildruta är omöjlig blir det nödvändigt att automatisera spår-
ningen av rörelemönstren över bildrutorna. För detta ändamål använ-
der vi ett djupinlärningsbaserat ramverk som kallas DeepLabCut för
att identifiera morrhår i film-bildrutor. Arbetet visar att det är möjligt
att spåra enskilda morrhårsfibrer i otrimmade möss med monokulä-
ra inspelningar av fria morrhårsrörelser utan användning av markörer.
Resultaten från spårning över inspelningarna användes för att härleda
parametrar som morrhårsvinklar och hastigheter som följaktligen an-
vändes för att definiera morrhårsrörelsen i ytterligare analyser. Vidare
modellerades den tidsseriedata som erhölls från spårningen för att un-
dersöka möjligheten att klustra datan till antingen en morrhårsrörelse
eller en icke-morrhårsrörelse . Det observerades att enMarkovRandom
Field-baserad metod (Toeplitz Inverse Covariance clustering) model-
lerar övergångarna mellan morrhårsrörelse och icke-morrhårsrörelse
med en bättre temporal reliabilitet jämfört med en Gaussian Hidden
Markov-modell.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

What motivates the curiosity (information search) and attention (infor-
mation sampling) in an organism is one of the most interesting ques-
tions in science. The quantity and complexity of sensory information
impinging an animal’s sensory receptors is immense. However, the
processing power of sensory systems is much limited in comparison to
the richness of the available information. To make sense of the world,
the animal is required to sparsely sample its environment. How does
an animal actively sense and sample the repertoire of data around it?
What underlies these sampling policies of the animal?

To understand the mechanisms behind an animal’s active sensing
behaviour, the sampling policies themselves needs to be primarily un-
derstood. To this end, modeling the natural behaviour and decipher-
ing the heuristics that form these policies in active sensing is crucial.
Rodent whisking is one of the most accessible behavioural models for
studying information search and active sampling. Moreover, in a study
of the neural correlates of any sensory process, quantification of the as-
sociated behaviour is often a prerequisite.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Anatural behaviours likewhisking are very complex processes. Ex-
ternal variables, multi-sensory integration and other feedback mecha-
nisms continuously influence and modify the behaviour. These vari-
ables add to the complexity of the motifs present in the behaviour. The
key to understanding the sampling policies of the animal is decipher-
ing these behavioral motifs.

Studying unconstrained natural whisking behaviour inmicewithin
a laboratory setting is a challenge. Most of the studies on whisking
behaviour in the past decade have been using high-speed videogra-
phy. However, the definition of the adjective ’high-speed’ has also been
evolving over this time, changing from 110 fps frame rate in the 2003
study by Berg and Kleinfeld [1] to a frame rate of 1000 fps in studies
by Voigts, Sakmann, and Celikel [2] (2008) and Betting [3] (2018). The
frame rate of the video becomes significant due to the fact that whisk-
ing is considered to be one of the fastest movements in the mammalian
world [4]. Whisking behaviour is characterized by very rapid move-
ments (frequency range: 9 to 20 Hz) of very thin but long whiskers [5].
Tracking the whisker structures in the video recording is the primary
goal towards quantifying whisking behaviour. The behaviour is also
complex in the sense that the parameters like frequency, velocity and
amplitude wary over whisking cycles of the mice [6]. Also, whisking
behaviour is correlated to and modulated by the external cues or stim-
uli obtained by other sensory modalities (ex. vision and olfaction). In
the context of this project, we obtained behavioural data in the form of
video recordings of whisking behaviour in mice.

This study explores the potential of some of the popular machine
learning approaches in characterizing whisker behaviour. This study
is a part of ongoing projects in the labs of Dr. Kumar (KTH) and Dr.
Silberberg (KI). One of the research goals of the Silberberg lab is to char-
acterize neural correlates of natural whisking and movement control,
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whereas one of the research interests of Kumar lab is to develop both
data analysis tools and computational model of movement control.

1.1 Objective

The goal of this project is to model whisker dynamics in mice from
video recordings of the whisking behaviour. The study focuses on two
major aspects. One is the applicability of machine learning techniques
in automating the process of tracking whiskers in video recordings.
The second aspect being addressed in the study is the modeling of the
whiskingmovements by analyzing statistics deciphered from the track-
ing.

1.2 Problem Definition

Simultaneous recording of behaviour (video) andneuro-electrophysiology
data with an objective to study the natural whisking behaviour has
many practical constraints in terms of the experimental setup. Video
recordings are large volumes of data making manual tracking unfea-
sible, hence automation of the process is a critical requirement. In
our context, the requirement was to develop an automated whisker
tracking system which is robust to factors like video quality (low spa-
tial and temporal resolution), variations in the animal samples being
used (color of whisker fibres) and other experimental conditions (light-
ing, background, camera view angle). The whiskers need to be dis-
tinguished from the morphologically similar facial hair structures and
microvibrissae of the mice. These constraints are often limiting on
the conventional computer vision techniques which rely on predefined
heuristics to identify whiskers. In addition, to avoid
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Use of mono-ocular cameras in whisker tracking has an innate lim-
itation that due to the restriction to a two-dimensional perspective,
whiskers, when untrimmed, are often seen as overlapping or crossing
over [3]. Thus, resolving the identity ofmultiplewhiskers (arranged on
a two-dimensional grid on each side of a snout) throughout each frame
in a video is a challenge. However as discussed above, quantifying the
whisker movements and characterizing these movements is crucial to
both the study of behaviour in itself and to the understanding of neural
correlates of the behaviour.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter gives an overview of fourmajor aspects. Section 2.1 briefly
describes the anatomyand associated sensory systemof rodentwhiskers.
Finally, the section 2.2 reviews some of the most relevant studies that
have been done in the past on the whisking behaviour and summa-
rizes our current understanding of whisking behaviour in rodents. A
conceptual background of the two major machine learning techniques
used in the work are provided under sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.

2.1 Whisker System

Whisker system (mystacial vibrissae system) is one of the sensorimotor
systems used by rodents and some marsupials for information search
and sampling. Whisker system is of great interest in the field of neuro-
science particularly due to the representation of whiskers in the brain.
Given the accessibility of rodents asmodel organisms, the rodentwhisker
system has been extensively used in neuroscience as a model of mam-
malian sensory processing.

5
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Whisking is a behaviour observed in animals like rats and mice
wherein they actively move their facial whiskers (mystacial vibrissae)
back and forth repetitively at a high speed (upto 10,000 degrees per
second [7]). It is an active sensing mechanism which deploy multiple
whiskers for spatial search as well as tactile exploration. Rodents, like
rats andmice, aremostly nocturnal. Adding to this is the fact that these
animals have a blurry near vision. Thus, in rodents, whisking often
dominates vision.

2.1.1 Organization of whiskers

The mystacial whiskers of a rodent are usually arranged in a grid pat-
tern in a bilaterally (on each side of the rodent’s snout) symmetrical
manner. The whisker pad has a geometrical regularity and are iden-
tical in all mice [8]. For example, the large (3-40mm) facial whiskers
(macrovibrissae) in mice are arranged in a grid of 5 rows and over dif-
ferent arcs. The five rows are named A to E, from the dorsal to ven-
tral direction. Each row can contain 4 to 7 macrovibrissae arranged in
arcs. In addition there are four straddlers, named α to δ arranged in an
arc posterior (caudal) to this grid. They are the longer than the other
whiskers and are not aligned with the rows (A-E) on the grid [9].

2.1.2 Sensory system

The whiskers are a type of mammalian hair, which is specialized for
sensing. Like other types of mammalian hairs, whisker shaft are made
of inert material (like keratin) and are receptor-less (and do not contain
any nerves). However, whiskers are distinct from pelagic hair or fur
in terms of their structure, motor control and sensory innervation of
their follicles. Whiskers like mystacial macrovibrissae of mice are usu-
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ally thicker and stiffer, controlled by well defined musculature and are
attached to the skin through specialized hair follicles which are heavily
innervated and surrounded by connective tissue capsules [11].

Despite the fact thatwhiskers are used for sensing, the energy trans-
formation occurs through the mechanoreceptors in the follicles. The
rigid follicle shaft junction allows the receptors a direct readout ofwhisker
morphology [12]. These receptors sense both themotion of thewhisker
(follicle) controlled by itsmusculature and anydeflection in thewhisker
shaft induced by contact with an external object. The mechanical en-
ergy associated with these movements are converted into electrical en-
ergy in the form of nerve signals. Thus these nerve signals which are
transmitted to the cortex encode information about the motion.

Another important characteristic of themystacial whiskers are their
representation in the sensory cortex. Thesewhiskers are represented in
the barrel cortex with a topographic organization which is consistently
identical to the organization of the whisker pad.

Figure 2.1 – Organisation of whiskers on the mystacial pad. [10]
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2.2 Literature Review

There exists a variety of examples of active sensing throughout the bio-
logical world. Among all of them, whisking behaviour of rodents is the
most accessible animal model for experimental studies so far. More-
over rats andmice, being mammals and relatively easier to train in lab-
oratory settings, have been used as model organisms in scientific re-
search for a long time [11]. Neural anatomy of rodents have also been
well studied in the past, enabling further studies aiming at understand-
ing sensorimotor integration. Understanding the neural correlates of
whisking movements in naturally behaving mammals will be a huge
progress in research on active sensing.

Methodology of studying whisker movements have significantly
evolved over the last three decades, reflecting the changes in accessi-
ble technology. Opto-electronic methods have been used for studying
whisker movements in [13] [14]. These methods use charged coupled
devices which produces a voltage shift when a whisker crosses a light
field. Despite being non-invasive and offering high spatial and tem-
poral resolution, the methods has some significant limitations. Mo-
tion of the animal had to be restrained in these studies to ensure that
the whiskers were in the plane of the light beams. Moreover, only the
1 dimensional points of intersection of the whisker and the plane of
the light could be tracked. Invasive techniques like electromygraphy
(EMG) have been used in the study of whisking movements Hill et al.
[15]. Besides being invasive, these methods had another major disad-
vantage. EMG could measure only the changes in the muscle activity.
The motion along the radial axis of the whisker could not be tracked
with this technique.

Videographyhas beenwidely used in the study of animal behaviour.
The main advantage of the technique is that it is non-invasive. More-
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over, videography offers great flexibility. Without major modifications
to the experiment it allows tracking of other body parts (snout, head
which could be informative inwhisking behaviour). Depending on the
quality of the camera used, the technique can achieve high spatial and
temporal resolution. However, the technique has certain limitations
and challenges. The processing required with analyzing the data from
videography is relatively high. Also, using mono-ocular videography,
the technique is restricted to 2Dprojection of thewhiskers (whichmove
in all 3 dimensions). Despite all these, high speed videography is cur-
rently the most prominent method of studying whisking behaviour in
awake animals.

Apart from the these there have been studies attempting to under-
stand whisker properties using whiskers detached from the animal.
These studies are mainly aimed at understanding the whisker mor-
phology [16] or quantifying the mechanical properties of the whiskers
[10] [17].

2.2.1 Whisker tracking from videos

The key challenge in using videography is extractingwhisker positions
from the frames. As the duration of the video increases, the number of
frames to be processes amounts to a large volume of data. This makes
manual inference from a video recording unfeasible. Many studies that
address automated tracking of whiskers from video recordings have
been reported in the literature over the last two decades.

Use of videography in studies of whisking behaviour was reported
by Berg and Kleinfeld [1] in 2003. Interestingly, in this study, videog-
raphy was used as means to measure planar angles while the whisker
motion studies and conclusions largely relied on EMG techniques. The
planar angles were measure at selected 10 ms intervals from frames
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recorded at 100 to 111 frames per secondusing aCCDcamera [1]. How-
ever, whisker tracking was not automated in this study.

Automation of whisker tracking from videos has many inherent
challenges. Since mono-ocular cameras provides a 2 dimensional pro-
jection of thewhisker system, fromanyviewangle,many of thewhiskers
could be seen as overlapping and thus occluded. Further, distinguish-
ing whiskers that belong to different rows or columns in the whisker
grid is non-trivial. Hence many studies modify the experimental se-
tups such that the complexity of the problem is reduced. For exam-
ple, Knutsen, Derdikman, and Ahissar [18] and Voigts, Sakmann, and
Celikel [2] developed unsupervised approaches to whisker tracking in
unrestrained animals, however, most of the whiskers had to trimmed
to mitigate the cross-overs and occlusions. Similarly, whisker tracking
algorithms developed by O’Connor et al. [19] and Clack et al. [20] re-
quire the whiskers to be trimmed such that only one row of whiskers
are retained. Also, these studies were performed on head-fixed mice.
Venkatraman et al. [21] in 2008 proposed the use of light-weight re-
flective markers on the whiskers to track the whiskers in video frames.
Trimming of some whiskers or use of markers can alter the natural be-
haviour and hence affecting the inference made from the studies.

In terms of the algorithm, the tracking method developed by Knut-
sen, Derdikman, and Ahissar [18] employs some preprocessing (back-
ground removal), filtering and segmentation using masks and spline
(cubic polynomial) fitting to identify the whiskers. The algorithm re-
quired manual labelling in the first frame. Then, every frame uses the
labeling from the preceding frame to generate a mask for filtering out
the region where the whisker is predicted to be. Thus the model incor-
porates some amount of prior information on the whisker motion. The
method was tested on videos of anaesthetized rats (1000 fps), trimmed
and untrimmed rats and mice (500 fps). The process encountered fre-
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quent errors and requiredmanual interventions when tested on videos
on untrimmed rats.

Voigts, Sakmann, andCelikel [2] employs an anisotropy tracingmethod
which uses a similarity index calculated from a vector field approach to
identify whiskers in frames recorded at 1000 fps. The method required
manual labelling in a single frame for a given recording condition. The
algorithm can successfully track the whisker shafts in videos where
whiskers are trimmed down to a single row. Spline fitting is used to
verify the temporal contiguity of the tracking. The spatial resolution
and contrast of the frames are critical to the quality of the outputs and
the method is susceptible to errors in cases of blurring in the frames.

Clack et al. [20] reported an automated whisker tracking algorithm
which is based on local intensity processing and hidden Markov mod-
els. Locally linearized segmentes ofwhiskerswere detected bymeasur-
ing eccentricity within grids of size 7 × 7. These segments were then
extrapolated using predefined template models to track the whiskers.
Statistical measures were used to filter out microvibrissae. Further,
for linking the frames along the temporal dimension, hidden Markov
modeling was used. The algorithm was tested on trimmed rats and
mice with a video capture rate of >500 fps.

Perkon et al. [22] developed an algorithmcalled ’Vibrissae and Snout
Analyzer’ (ViSA) to track whiskers in videos of untrimmed rats. ViSA
detects segments of whiskers at user defined distances along with the
snout contours in the frames. [23] published a tool named BIOTACT
Whisker Tracking Tool (BWTT) which was largely based on the ViSA
algorithm. The algorithm has two modules. It extracts the countour
of the snout from the frames and use it to to create a coordinate sys-
tem in which relative positions of the whiskers can be defined. The al-
gorithm uses a Hough transform like approach and approximates the
whisker as a linear segment. This approximation limits the detection of
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whiskers to a segment of the whisker shaft rather that its whole length.
Ma et al. [24] published a paper in 2017 suggesting improvements to the
algorithm in terms of the time efficiency.

In a work by Betting [3], a whisker tracking system using multi-
ple computer vision approaches is presented. The method have been
proved to performmuch better in terms of accuracy and time efficiency
when compared to BWTT in the context of videos of untrimmed mice
captured at 1000 fps.

A two camera system was used in a study by Roy et al. [25] to ob-
tain a 3 dimensional reconstruction of the whiskers. The work used
a 3D object tracking tool to detect reflective markers glued to selected
whiskers and the head of the animal.

2.3 Analyzing whisking behaviour usingma-
chine learning approaches

As discussed in the previous section 2.2, the state of the art techniques
employ high speedvideography to trackwhiskers and study theirmove-
ment. The key research questions addressed in this study are :

• how to optimally track whiskers from video recordings of natu-
rally behaving mice

• to study and model the dynamics of the whisker system in mice

We have chosen two distinct machine learning approaches to solve
these two problems. A robust framework based on deep residual learn-
ingwas developed byMathis et al. [26] in 2018 to address the challenges
in marker-less pose estimation of animals in laboratory settings. This
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method has been proven very successful in many applications within
the domain of behavioural studies. This motivates our choice to em-
ploy the framework in our study. This framework is used it to track
whiskers from the video recordings of head-fixed mice, obtained from
the Silberberg lab inKarolinksa Institue, Sweden. The section 2.3.1 pro-
vides a conceptual initiation to the topic of deep learning, onwhich the
we build on in the later sections.

With an aim to study the dynamics of whisking, derive some fun-
damental time-dependent parameters from the tracked whiskers. We
try to model these time series data so that we can characterize whisk-
ing behaviour. To this end, the effectiveness of two distinct time series
clustering methods were compared in this study. A formal introduc-
tion to the concept of time series modeling in this context is provided
in the section 2.3.2.

2.3.1 Deep residual learning

Despite the evidence suggesting that increasing the depth of a neural
network can enhance the features that the network can represent and
learn [27], two major obstacles stood in the way of adding more layers
to the deep networks. The first one being the problem of vanishing or
exploding gradients in deep networks and the other being the degra-
dation problem. The problem of gradients in the network exploding to
large values or vanishing to zero prevented the network from converg-
ing in the early stages itself. Weight initialization schemes like Xavier
initialization proposed by Glorot and Bengio [28] and Kaiming initial-
ization proposed byHe et al. [29] andmethods like batch normalization
proposed by Ioffe and Szegedy [30] helped in solving the problem of
vanishing or exploding gradients, thus enabling the networks to start
converging. However, once the networks started converging, the next
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obstacle in the form of degradation problem was identified.

Degradation problem refers to the phenomena of rapid degrada-
tion of accuracy after a phase of saturation, observedwhenmore layers
are added to a deep network. Addition of layers to a network was ex-
pected to improve the ability of the network to model the intricacies of
the data such that at a sufficient depth, the network completely learns
the data. Under this hypothesis, the observation of degradation prob-
lem wherein the training error increased on increasing the depth of
the network, was quite counter-intuitive. Deep residual networks were
developed to address the degradation problem [31]. These residual
networks (ResNets) allow extremely deep architectures which do not
suffer from the degradation problems during optimization. ResNets
feature an extremely deep architecture. They have been shown to be
easy to optimize, generalize well and have improved accuracy owing
to the increase in depth.

In the deep residual learning framework introduced by He et al.
[31], the layers are trained to explicitly fit a residual mapping rather
than a desired underlying mapping. The hypothesis underlying this
approach is that optimization of a residual mapping is easier than that
of the original underlying mapping. The hypothesis is motivated by
the effectiveness of similar residual representations simplifying the op-
timization process in applications like solving partial differential equa-
tions (Multigrid method), image retrieval and classification (VLAD)
and vector quantization. In ResNets, shortcut connections are used to
enable stacks of layers to learn the residual mapping.

Residual learning attempts to reformulate or precondition the op-
timization process to make it simpler. From the degradation problem,
it was inferred that the difficulty in optimization was suggestive of
the difficulty in approximating identity mappings. The residual learn-
ing framework is designed such that the non-linear layers of the net-
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work approximate residual functions. For example, given an origi-
nal function H(x) that is the underlying mapping to be fit or learned,
rather than attempting to fitH(x), in the residual learning framework,
the network layers are let to approximate a residual function, F(x) :=

H(x) − x. Thus the original mapping becomes H(x) := F(x) + x.
In the network architecture this is accomplished by using shortcuts
in the feedforward network 2.2. Shortcut connections in the network,
as shown in the figure 2.2, skips one or more layers. In ResNets the
shortcut connections perform identity mappings [32] such that input
to the skipped layers (x) is directly added to the output of the skipped
layers (F). Thus, without increasing the number of network param-
eters or the computational complexity, the block realizes the residual
formulation. In an optimal case where the underlying mapping is an
identitymapping, the optimization problem is simplified to driving the
weights of non-linear layers (skipped layers) to zero. In a more realis-
tic scenario, the preconditioning or reformulation by residual learning
framework could still give an edge. For example, when the underlying
mapping is close to the identity mapping, the non-linear layers have to
learn only the perturbations or deviations from the identity mapping.
This is considered to be an easier optimization problem than learning
the exact underlying function.

2.3.2 Modeling time series

A key to analyzing the whisker behaviour over time would be find-
ing the regions in the recording which correspond to active whisking.
Such a clustering problem is groupedunder the class of time point clus-
tering in the literature [33]. To distinguish between periods of active
whisking and non-whisking within the recording (which is a time se-
ries data), two distinct processes are to be done simultaneously. One
is the segmentation of time series into sub-sequences and the other be-
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Figure 2.2 – The resnet block

ing grouping the sub-sequences into one of the two states. This is akin
to a clustering problem where unlabeled data is to be grouped into fi-
nite and discrete clusters. As with any clustering problems, the goal
is to minimize the similarity across the clusters while maximizing the
similarity within each cluster in an unsupervised manner.

When compared to clustering of static data or clustering different
time series data into clusters (measuring similarity or dissimilarity be-
tweendifferent time series), clustering of time series data intomeaning-
ful sub-sequences is a more challenging task. The assumption of inde-
pendence and identical distribution (i.i.d.) that is commonly applied
for static data does not hold well for the sequential data in a time se-
ries[34]. Successive observations along the time axis are usually highly
correlated in a time series. Also, unlike static data, the order (chrono-
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logical) or the temporal proximity of data points is significant in time
series data, thus limiting the use of simple euclidean distance as amea-
sure of similarity betweendata points. Thus sorting the time series data
intowhisking and non-whisking clusters requires considering the tem-
poral proximity as well as the similarity between the corresponding
values.

Despite the high correlation along the temporal axis, it is often im-
practical to model the dependency of future observations on all the
preceding observations. The complexity of such a model would grow
exponentially and hence it would be intractable. This forces us to limit
the dependency of observations to the recent observations from the
past. This is why Markov models come into prominence in modeling
time series data. A Markovian process is a stochastic process where
the future behavior is independent of all but the most recent (or the
current) observation [34].

Figure 2.3 – Graphical representation of a hidden Markov model
(HMM)

Inmost of the practical applications, a simpleMarkovmodel is severely
limited in modeling real process. For example, in many clustering ap-
plications, it is often sensible to assume a fixed number of clusters or
latent sources underlie a complex dynamic process. A minimal exam-
ple would be whisking and non-whisking states. To model this, state
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space models with latent variables are used. A Hidden Markov model
is an important example of a state spacemodelwith discrete latent vari-
ables.

In most of the processes, it could be safely assumed that, given
enough observation points, the number of transitions would be much
greater than the number of latent variables (clusters). Under these as-
sumptions, the time point clustering problem can be rephrased as op-
timally segmenting n time series into k segments and assigning each
segment into one of the h clusters such that h < k << n [35].
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Methods

The different methods and approaches that were chosen to address the
research problem or question are described in this chapter. The section
overview summarizes the process flow. The sections that follow de-
scribes each of the methods in detail.

3.1 Overview

As stated in the section 1.1, we use video recordings of head-fixedmice
in this project to study their whisking behaviour.

To automate the tracking of whiskers in three dimensions, a deep
learning based pose estimation framework calledDeepLabCutwas em-
ployed. This has been described in detail in section 3.3. In this tracking
process, whiskers are approximated by 3 to 8 equidistant points. Cur-
vature (radial angle) and angular velocity values calculated from these
points (tracked along the duration of the recording) on whiskers are
then used for further analysis. Section 3.4 explains the statistical anal-
ysis performed on this data. To extract the whisking events from the

19
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time series data, a segmentation-clustering approach was used as de-
scribed in section 3.5.

3.2 Data from videography

For the purpose of studying the whisking behaviour, this work relies
on the video recording of the behaviour observed in head fixed mice
in laboratory settings.

The settings underwhich datawere collected have undergonemod-
ifications over the course of the project so as to achieve better reliabil-
ity.For example, in the initial data which were provided by the experi-
menters, the camera was placed laterally such that only one of the two
cheeks of the rodent is visible. A frame from such a recording is shown
in the figure 3.1a. The camera was later on moved to an overhead po-
sition such that both the sides were visible in the recordings. For con-
sistency, the methods and results in this report shall mainly refer to
a single video recording in which the camera was placed overhead (a
frame from the reference video is shown in figure 3.1b).

In the former view angle, the different rows of whiskers were more
discernible than the latter. On the other hand, overhead placement of
the camera angle has the advantages: the relation between bilateral
whiskers could be studied and the whiskers in a single row could be
distinguished in a better way.

The frame rate of the videos were in the range 125 to 225 Hz. The
background andparameters like video resolution, duration of the record-
ings varied across data samples. More examples of the variations in
data samples and their details are given in A.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1 – (a) Camera positioned laterally (b) Camera placed over-
head
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3.3 Automated Whisker Tracking

The primary challenge in studyingwhisker dynamicswas to extract the
position of whiskers from a video recording. Given the volume of the
data, automation of extracting position is a natural requirement. We
address this problem using a framework named DeepLabCut, which
employs pretrained ResNets for object recognition in lab applications
where the amount of available training data is highly limited [26].

3.3.1 DeepLabCut framework

DeepLabCut was designed to address the problem of pose estimation
of animals in lab experiments without the use of external markers on
the animals’ body parts. The framework is an open source Python
based toolbox built upon the bodypart detectors developed forDeeper-
cut, a state of the artmulti-personpose estimationmodel [36]. DeepLab-
Cut has been shown to have excellent performance in animal tracking
applications for video recordings obtained in laboratory settings.

A deep learning approach is applicable in spite of the limitations in
the amount of training data due to transfer learning. The object recog-
nition in DeepLabCut is realized using an extremely deep ResNet ar-
chitecturewhich has been pretrained on themassive ImageNet dataset.
This transfer learning approachwherein the network is initializedwith
weights trained on ImageNet enables a highly data efficient learning of
features requiring only few hundreds of training images or frames.
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Architecture

DeepLabCut encompasses a subset of the DeeperCut model. It uses a
pretrainedResNet variant adapted from the state of the art object recog-
nition models and deconvolutional layers as readout layers, inspired
from semantic segmentation models. The ResNet used in DeepLabCut
(derived from DeeperCut) has 50 layers and are modified as to process
images with higher spatial resolution (compared to most other ResNet
models which are used for object recognition using lower resolution
ImageNet dataset).

The 50 layer ResNet architecture used in DeeperCut and DeepLab-
Cut is a modified version of the 50 layer bottleneck ResNets imple-
mented in the original ResNet paper [31]. The 2 layered blocks in the
basic 34 layer ResNet model described in the section 2.3.1 is replaced
with 3 layered bottleneck block in the deeper 50 layer bottleneckResNet
architectures [36]. The shortcut identity mappings are crucial for time
efficiency of such deeper models. A term bottleneck refers to the first
and last layers in each block of the network. These two layers of the net-
work are 1x1 convolution layers, the first one being used to reduce the
dimensionality of the input and the last layer being used to restore the
dimensionality. A simplified diagram of the 3 layer bottleneck ResNet
block is shown in the figure 3.2.

Unlike the deconvolutional layer in the readout, the pretrainedResNet
layers are common to all the body parts. In other words, ResNet is
shared across all body parts whereas each tracked body part has a
dedicated convolutional layer. This architecture was adopted in DLC
owing to evidence that localization of a specific body part has better
accuracy when based on other labeled body parts when compared to
independent localization. Performance enhancement in simultaneous
localization was nearly two-fold in comparison to independent local-
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Figure 3.2 – A generalized bottleneck building block for the 50 layer
ResNet used in DeepLabCut

ization. This also justifies the end to end training approach of training
the whole network used in the DLC framework [26].

The choice of the readout layer architecture is motivated by a re-
quirement to output spatial probability densities as outputs. In typical
object recognition tasks, the output layer is a softmax layer which de-
cideswhich class the image or object in the image belongs to. However,
in DLC, this classification layer is replaced by deconvolutional layers
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Figure 3.3 – DeepLabCut network architecture
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specific to the tracked body parts. The readout layers (output) in DLC
recover the spatial resolution by up-sampling, producing a scalar field
of activation values which can be mapped to regions or pixels in the
original image. The deconvolutional layers at the readout also utilize
finer features from earlier layers of the ResNet through its direct con-
nection with conv_3 bank.

Training process

The network is initialized with weights from ResNet pre-trained on
ImageNet dataset (transfer learning). Fine tuning of the network for
the dataset of interest is done by supervised learning using a labeled
dataset. A labeled dataset has frames sampled from a video and the
corresponding list of positions of the body parts (being tracked) ob-
tained from annotation or labeling. During the training of the network,
the weights are iteratively modified such that the network outputs a
score map for each body part such that high probabilities assigned by
the network correspond to the annotated regions in the frame. Thus,
during the transfer learning, the network learns to optimally model a
mapping between the frames and the annotations.

Unlike most of the video tracking methods, DeepLabCut does not
use temporal filtering. In other words, tracking whisker in a video
using DLC is essentially the recognition of the annotated points on a
frame by frame basis [37]. Frame by frame analysis has the advantage
of better performance. Also, adding temporal filtering imposes a limi-
tation on themaximum spatial resolution that can be used for the input
images given the computational limitations of the day.

Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm is used for optimiza-
tion. The objective of the algorithm is to minimize the cross entropy
loss between the predicted and ground truth score map over itera-
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tions[26]. The ground truth score map for each body part in a labeled
image in the training set is created by assigning unity probability for
all pixels within a euclidean distance of ∈ from the ground truth la-
bel position. In each iteration of the optimization process (training),
the output layers of the network predicts a score map from the current
weights of the network and this score map is compared to the ground
truth score map derived from the labels.

The activity of the output (deconvolutional) layers represent spatial
probability scoremaps for each of the body parts. Thus, the readout for
each body part is the probability that a location or pixel in a test image
(frame) corresponds to that specific part. Thus a confidence measure
of a label location is given by the probability score.

DeepLabCut is quite robust to the variations in the background and
inhomogeneous illumination in the data. Hardly any preprocessing or
feature extraction is required to be performed on the data prior to using
DLC. Data augmentation has demonstrated minimal improvement in
the performance of the network, suggesting data-efficiency of the net-
work. Also, it has been noted that adding labeled frames with more
behavioural or postural variability is far more effective than data aug-
mentation [26].

3.3.2 DeepLabCut Workflow

DeepLabcut framework has a well defined workflow. A simplified ver-
sion of the same is shown in figure 3.4. The standard protocol for using
the DLC toolbox has been detailed in [38].
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Figure 3.4 – Simplified flow chart of processes in DLC

Preparing the datasets

Since DeepLabCut employs a supervised learning approach, the need
to have labeled datasets is implicit. Frames are extracted from the video
recording for creating labeled datasets by sampling uniformly along
the time axis. The variability in the training dataset is critical for the
performance of the network. 100 - 150 frames were extracted from the
videos (4 -5 minutes duration), 95 percent of which is used for training.
The remaining 5 percent is used as test dataset during evaluation of the
network performance. This split of the extracted frames into training
and test sets was randomized.

Labeling was done using a graphical user interface provided by the
DLC framework. For the videos with overhead placement of camera, 3
label points were marked on the snout region in the image and a min-
imum of four points (equidistant) were marked on two whiskers on
each side (figure A.3). A schema showing the labeling of points on 2
symmetric whiskers is shown in figure 3.5.

DLC provides an active learning framework with many advanced
functionalities such as frame cropping, frame extraction using k-means
algorithm, outlier detection, fine-tuning with re-labelling etc.
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Network training

The networkwas trained on aGPU (NVIDIATeslaK80), typically for 12
hours. Typical time required for the network to converge (loss plateaus)
is around 500,000 iterations for our datatsets on this GPU. The time
required however varies according to image or frame size.

DLC uses a batch size of 1 (no batch normalization) so that different
image sizes could be used for training. The scale factor which defines
the ratio of the input image to output score map is normally set to 0.8
and the distance variable ∈ is set to 17 pixels, as recommended by the
DLC protocol [38].

Evaluation

DLC toolkit provides a functionality to quantify the performance of
the network. The network performance is evaluated by computing the
mean average Euclidean error (proportional to the average root mean
square error) between the annotations and the predictions byDeepLab-
Cut for the test and training dataset.

Inference

Tracking of whiskers throughout a video (new or the one sampled for
training set) can be done using a trained network. The frames of the
video are fed as input to the trained network which then predicts a
score map for each frame and body part.
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3.4 Time series data

After the tracking of whiskers in the video, variables of interest are cal-
culated from each frame so as to obtain time series data. As described
in section 3.1, in the tracking process, each whisker is approximated
by a fixed number of points on it. Thus, at the end of the automated
tracking, the features which are derived from the video recordings are
position (image coordinates) of thea tracked points on a whisker.

Two variables are derived from the image coordinates of the tracked
points. We measure the angles which the whisker make with a refer-
ence axis at each of the tracked points on it. These anglemeasurements
gives a measure of curvature of the whisker at the respective points.
These angle measurements are also used to calculate the finite differ-
ence (forward) which are indicative of the velocity of whisking. Thus
for each point tracked on the selected whiskers, we calculate two time
series : one indicative of the magnitude of whisking and the other the
indicative of the rate of whisking.

3.5 Segmentation-Clustering of the Time Se-
ries Data

In this study, we examine whether the time series data obtained from
tracked whiskers (angles of whiskers over time) could be modeled and
regions of whisking and non-whisking behaviour identified in an un-
supervised way.

Two different methods for time series clustering are compared in
this study, namely Hidden Markov Model-based and Toeplitz Inverse
Covariance-based clustering.
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Figure 3.5 – Measurement of planar angles from the tracked points

3.5.1 Hidden Markov Model based clustering

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) has been well studied in the context of
modeling and clustering time series data. HMM is one of the standard
methods used in clustering of time series data. HMM models have
been well studied in the past and there exists very efficient algorithms
to solve the inference problems associated with it. Here we use a stan-
dard open source implementation of the model in clustering the time
series data of whisking.
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Hidden Markov Models

An HMM models a system as a Markov process with discrete hidden
states. This means that the system, at any point of time, is assumed to
be in one of the mutually exclusive states which are hidden from the
observer. The transitions of these hidden states obey theMarkov prop-
erty (first order Markov property : state zt depends only on the state at
previous time point zt−1 and not on any preceding time points). This,
in essence, is a conditional independence property that can be stated
as zt+1 ⊥⊥ zt−1 | zt [34]. This is depicted in the graphical model given
in figure 2.3. The introduction of additional latent variables (hidden
states) to the model has a key advantage. It allows to model the in-
fluence of earlier observations without being limited to any particular
Markov chain order or adding to the complexity (number of free pa-
rameters) of the model.

From a generative point of view, it can be said that the observations
(visible data points) at any time point xt are produced by the under-
lying state zt and hence xt is dependent on the state zt. This depen-
dence is directlymodeled through an emission probability distribution
p(X | Z). This emission density can be modeled using distributions
like discrete tables, Gaussians or mixture of Gaussians. Nevertheless,
in an HMM, the observed data points does not obey the Markov prop-
erty of any order.

Clustering the data using HMM

In the context of whisking data, underlying clusters could be modeled
as the hidden states of an HMM. Thus HMM intrinsically models the
temporal correlations of data points in a time series. The emission den-
sity is modeled using Gaussian distributions. An illustration of a three
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state generative HMM model with Gaussian emission probabilities is
given in figure 3.6. We then examine the possibility of identifying un-
derlying states (whisking or non-whisking clusters) in our time series
data using the HMMmodels. This involves two steps :

• unsupervised learning of the model parameters and

• finding the most probable state sequence (sequence of clusters),
given the model parameters.

The former is an optimization problem. The objective is to opti-
mize the model parameters such that it gives the best explanation for
the observed data [39]. This is solved using a variation of the Expecta-
tion Maximization (EM) algorithm, known as Baum-Welch algorithm
[34]. In the context of whisking behaviour, the model parameters are
the probabilities of transitions from whisking to non-whisking states
or vice-verse (transition probabilities), mean and variance of the distri-
butions of whisker angles in each of the two states (emission probabili-
ties) and the probability that the system is inwhisking or non-whisking

Figure 3.6 – Gaussian HMM for time series segmentation.
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state at the initial time point within the observation (initial probabili-
ties). Finding these parameters is crucial for clustering the data using
an HMM.

The solution to the second step, that of finding the most probable
state sequence, is given by the Viterbi algorithm[34]. In many applica-
tions, the latent variables of theHMMmodel are assumed to have some
meaningful interpretation. In our case, we hypothesize that the latent
variables correspond to the whisking and non-whisking states. Under
this hypothesis, we could segment the time series data and cluster the
segments into whisking and non-whisking states if we could find the
optimal state sequence from the observations and inferred model pa-
rameters.

Further explanation and formalmathematical descriptions of Baum-
Welch and Viterbi algorithms are given in appendix B.

3.5.2 Toeplitz InverseCovariance basedClustering (TICC)

Toeplitz Inverse Covariance based Clustering (TICC) is a model-based
method for simultaneously segmenting and clusteringmultivariate time
series data with temporal consistency [40]. TICC uses Markov Random
Fields to define correlation within clusters (especially relevant for mul-
tivariate data).

The Model

Similar to an HMM, TICC models a time series as having a set of un-
derlying states. The key difference in TICC is that each of the states
(clusters) is modeled by a multilayer Markov random field (MRF), de-
fined over awindow. AMarkov randomfield in TICCmodel is defined
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by a structural correlation network termed as inverse covariance.

Consider an n-dimensional multivariate time series of T sequential
observations xt ∈ Rn is amultivariate data point where t ∈ {1, 2..., T}
( xit ∈ Rn×T where i ∈ {1, 2..., n}). The goal of TICC is to cluster the
T observations intoK clusters, where usuallyK << T . To incorporate
the dependency along the temporal dimension, TICC considers each
data point along with the data points preceding it in the time series.
Thus TICC tries to cluster a subsequence Xt of length w << T such
that Xt = {xt−w+1, ..., xt} ∈ Rn×w. This approach is aimed to ensure
temporal consistency or the temporal dependency within the time series
data.

Markov random field is an undirected graphical model which is
used in the model to represent a cluster. AnMRF is defined by a Gaus-
sian inverse covariance Θk ∈ Rnw×nw and encodes the conditional de-
pendencies between the variables or dimensions i ∈ {1, 2, .., n} in a
cluster k. The MRF dependency network defined by Θk has mulit-
ple layers where the number of layers corresponds to the window size
w over which the MRF is defined. Each layer in the multi-layer MRF
model consists of nodes which represents the variables i ∈ {1, 2, .., n}.
Edges connecting two nodes in the network represent a partial corre-
lation (direct dependency) between the two corresponding variables.
The edges in the network could be within a layer (defining intra-time
correlations) and/or across different layers (cross-time correlations).
Given a particular cluster, themultilayerMRF corresponding that clus-
ter represents the partial correlation structure of any w-sized window
within a segment of the time series data which belongs to that cluster
(time-invariance). Figure 3.7 depicts a TICC model for a 2 cluster sys-
tem. Each of the clusters have 3 layers (multilayer) of Markov Random
fields. The solid lines connecting nodes within each layer depicts the
intra-time correlations and the dotted lines between the layers depicts
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cross time correlations.

The term Toeplitz in the TICC comes from the fact that the inverse
covariances Θi, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., K} have a constraint on them, to be block
Toeplitz. This constraint ensures that the property of time invariance
over the window of length w holds in all of the segments which be-
long to the same cluster in the time series. Further details on Toeplitz
structure is provided in C.

Modeling data using TICC

Clustering time series using TICC is equivalent to learning the struc-
ture of each cluster (defined by the inverse covariance) and finding the
data points (observations) that could be best explained by that particu-
lar cluster. In otherwords, the objective of TICC is to solve forK inverse
covariances and the corresponding assignment of data points to theK
clusters[40]. Thus, the model has two sets of parameters which are to
be optimized:

Figure 3.7 –Modeling time series using TICC for clustering : Multilayer
Markov Random Field depicted in the figure has 3 layers.
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• T Θ = {Θ1, ...,ΘK} : K Inverse covariances which defineMarkov
random fields corresponding to the K clusters.

• P = {P1, ..., PK} , where Pi ⊂ {1, 2, .., T} : assignment set map-
ping every point in the multivariate time series to one of the K
clusters.

Themathematical formulation of thisToeplitz Inverse Covariance based
clustering optimization problem and more details are provided in the
appendix C. The formulation incorporates a sparsity term, a loglikeli-
hood term and a term that ensures temporal consistency of the model.
The sparsity term (characterized by regularization parameter λ ) en-
sures that there are not too many edges in the network structure, thus
preventing overfitting. The likelihood termdictates that cluster param-
eters obtained from the solution explains the observed data well. Tem-
poral consistency is achieved in the solution by a smoothness penalty
term (characterized by the regularization parameter β) which encour-
ages assignment of adjacent subsequences in a time series to the same
cluster. Thus, the hyperparameters of the TICC model are, λ and β

and the number of clusters, which can be selected by hand (when prior
knowledge is available ) or by using Bayesian information criteria (BIC)
or cross validation.

Since the two parameters of the system, namely, set of cluster as-
signments P and the inverse covariances Θk are coupled, TICC is a
highly non-convex problem. Even though the problem is highly non-
convex, an approach very similar to Expectation Maximization (EM) is
used in finding a locally optimal solution efficiently. A method based
on alternating minimization is used where the two steps (cluster as-
signment andfinding cluster parameters) are iteratively done until con-
vergence (local optimum) is achieved.

During the assignment step (equivalent to E-step of EM algorithm),
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themodel needs to learn an optimal set of temporally consistent cluster
assignments while keeping the cluster parameters constant. This addi-
tional constraint of temporal consistency makes it a combinatorial op-
timization problem. A dynamic programming approach of linear time
complexity O(KT ) is used to find a globally optimal solution to this
subproblem. This solution is similar to the Viterbi algorithm used in
the context of HMM models. The other subproblem aims at optimally
updating the cluster parameters while keeping the assigned points a
constant, under an additional constraint of Toeplitz invariance. This is
a convex optimization problem by itself. Since the process of param-
eter updating has to be repeated for each cluster separately, speed of
the algorithm is crucial in complex models. An algorithm based of the
alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is used to effi-
ciently solve this subproblem [41].

3.6 Synchronicity in bilaterally symmetricwhiskers

Synchronicity between bilaterally symmetric whiskers can be quanti-
fied in terms for cross-correlograms. By computing cross-correlation
between time points where whisking bouts starts or ends, the time de-
lay or difference between two events can be measured. In this study,
the timedifferences in the initiation and termination ofwhisking across
bilaterally symmetric whiskers were examined. When two signals are
positively correlated, the maximum of a correlogram indicates where
two signals are best aligned. Thus, two signals can be considered if the
cross correlogram has a maximum and is much higher at a lag of zero
seconds.

In addition to cross-correlograms, the duration of overlappingwhisk-
ing boutswere compared for bilaterally symmetric whiskers. For a pair
of bilaterally symmetric whiskers WLprox and WRprox, overlapping
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Figure 3.8 – Training the DLC network using dataset D1origin

whisking bouts are found, for example, xn and yn are overlapping seg-
ments in ??. Similarly, in the figure, xn+2 and yn+2 are overlapping seg-
ments. Each of such ordered pair are plotted on a Cartesian plane.
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Results

In this chapter, the results from automated tracking of whiskers, clus-
tering and statistical analysis of the time-dependent variables derived
from the tracking are presented.

4.1 Whisker Tracking using DeepLabCut

We applied the DeepLabCut based tracking to videos from head-fixed
mice. As stated in section 3.2, two different recording conditions were
used, camera placed laterally (top-right) and camera placed overhead.
The former shall be referred to as unilateral recordings and the latter
as bilateral recording for clarity. In the bilateral recordings, the snout
of the mouse was also tracked with three label points. Frames sampled
from tracked (analyzed according to DLC terminology) from the track-
ing in both the cases are shown in figures 4.1a and 4.2a. More examples
can be found in appendix A.

40
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4.1.1 Performance analysis of DLC

Unilateral whisker recordings

In the unilateral recordings, the frame rate was 125 fps and the frame
size was 512×308 pixels. Four whiskers were tracked using 15 label
points in total (figure 4.1a. Training sets used had 100-150 frames, se-
lected by uniform (temporally) sampling. On visual inspection of the
tracking results, it could be seen that, the errors increased when there
was active movement of the whiskers while the tracking was very re-
liable in cases where the whisking was slow. The training seemed to
converge around 3,20,000 iterations to a cross entropy loss of 0.0014 (12
hours on NVIDIA Tesla K80)(figure 4.1b). The training error was es-
timated as 1.25 pixels and the test error was estimated as 4.98 pixels
(probability cutoff = 0.1).

The trained network was used to track whiskers in two datasets
(D1TestA and D1TestB) with unilateral recordings which used differ-
ent animals. The lighting conditions and contrast of both the record-
ings were different from the video (D1origin) used for training the net-
work. The videoD1TestB also differed in terms of color ofwhiskers and
noise level. In particular, there was awhite sheet of paper whichwas in
the field of whiskers and some of the whiskers were bend around this
sheet (refer to fig 5.1). The error in the automated tracking was calcu-
lated against manual labeling using a test set of 150 images uniformly
sampled from both these test videos. The error was averaged over all
the body parts. D1Test1 dataset had an error of 7.1 pixels whereas the
D1TestB showed an error of 14.8 pixels.
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(a) A labeled frame fromD1origin dataset used for training. A
total of 15 points on 4 different whiskers were chosen.

(b) The loss over training iterations. The learning rate used for training is
plotted in orange.

Figure 4.1 – Training the DLC network using dataset D1origin
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Biiateral whisker recordings

Two bilateral recordings were used in two distinct network training.
Video D2originA with a frame size of 928×554 px and frame rate of
200 fps was sampled unifromly to obtain 150 frames. Four whiskers,
two on each side were annotated with 4 label points each. In addition,
three points on snout were alsomarked (total of 19 body parts). A DLC
network was trained for 2,30,000 iterations (15 hours on NVIDIA Tesla
K80)). The loss at 2,30,000 iterations was 0.0016. The training and test
error were 1.96 px and 7.6 px respectively. Another instance of DLC
network was trained using frames sampled from dataset D2originB.
The dataset (video) has a frame size of 800×278 px and frame rate of
225 fps. 27 points were labeled in the sampled frames in the training
set : 3 on snout, four each on two bilaterally symmetric whiskers closer
to the snout tip and eight each on two bilaterally symmetric whiskers
father from the snout tip (figure 4.2a). The networkwas trained for over
6,80,000 iterations until the loss converged to 0.0012 (24 hrs onNVIDIA
Tesla K80)(figure 4.2b).

Table 4.1 – DLC Network training

Video Training Errors

Dataset size rate
(fps)

labels iters. loss time Train Test

D1origin 512x308 125 15 3,20,000 0.0014 12h 1.25 4.98

D2originA 925x554 200 19 2,30,000 0.0016 15h 1.96 7.6

D2originB 800x278 225 27 6,80,000 0.0012 24h 1.32 9.19
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(a) Dataset used for training : D2originB 27 points were la-
beled, including 3 on the snout.

(b) The loss over training iterations. The learning rate used for training is
plotted in orange.

Figure 4.2 – Training the network with D2originB dataset
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4.2 Quantification of movement

To quantify the whisker movement, we estimate the planar angles of
the whisker segments with respect to a reference x axes. For each node
(a radial location) tracked on thewhisker shaft, the segment connecting
the node to the basal node (proximal to the whisker pad) is considered.
Also, the rate of change of these planar angles are calculated to derive
the velocities of whiskers. Since the reference (basal point on the shaft)
itself moves across the frames in the video, the estimates of angles are
dependent both on the bending of the whiskers and the movement of
the reference points. Thus the time dependent variables derived from
the tracked videos are angles and angular velocities (figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3 – Planar angles and angular velocities calculated at a node
on the radial location on a whisker. The variations from the baseline or
jumps in the plots correspond to activewhisking behaviour. It can been
from these plots that, even over a short range (25 seconds) the duration
and amplitude of the whisking bouts are not consistent.
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The distribution of the angles across whiskers and different nodes
were examined (4.4c). Bilateral symmetry can be observed to some ex-
tent in the distribution of the measured angles. For example, the range
of angles covered by left anterior (WLprox) and right anterior (WR-
prox) whiskers overlap in the three plots. Similarly, the left posterior
(WLdist) and right posterior(WRdist) also have a significant overlap in
terms of the range of angles. However, it must be noted that the move-
ment of the basal point (p1) and the movement of the snout have not
been accounted for in the calculations.

The time series data (angles and velocities) have not been filtered
before further processing is applied. Given the low frame rate of the
videos we have, operations like smoothing the signals could result in
loss of information.

4.3 Clustering of time series data

Once the angles and velocities were computed as time series data, the
next goal was to find the segments of the series corresponding to ac-
tive whisking. The results of clustering methods are discussed in this
section.

4.3.1 Results from HMM based clustering

HMM employs a probabilistic graphical model to characterize under-
lying states or clusters in the time series data. We hypothesized that if
we fit anHMMmodel with two clusters, the fit would be optimal when
the clusters correspond to whisking and non-whisking states.

The clusters learned by the HMMmodel seems to have learning the
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(a) Whisker labeling scheme
(b) Measurement of angles on the
whiskers

(c) The distribution of angles in bilaterally symmetrical whiskers are observed
to be highly overlapping across all the whisker segments.

Figure 4.4 – The distribution of the angles at 3 different nodes at
equidistant locations on 4 tracked whiskers in a video (Dataset:
D2originA). Colors denote the identity of the whisker.
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emission probabilities of the whisking and non-whisking clusters. The
results have also show to have somedegree of temporal invariance. The
algorithm is not too sensitive to variations in the duration of whisker
strokes 4.5. However, as can be seen in 4.5, and 4.7a HMM has rapid
state transitions leading to over segmentation of the time series data.

Figure 4.5 – Result from HMM based clustering of the time se-
ries corresponding to posterior left whisker (WLdist) over 15 sec-
onds. The HMM was trained on the data (angle values) from the 3
nodes on the same whisker. The model converged in 16 iterations.
(dataset:D2originA)

4.3.2 Results from TICC based clustering

TICC, unlike HMM, incorporates features like temporal consistency
between adjacent data points in a time series. Moreover, a sparsity
term is also incorporated so as to prevent overfitting. As can be seen
from figures 4.6 and compared to HMM results, there is minimal over-
segmentation and the transitions and emission characteristics have been
well modeled.

4.3.3 Comparison

TICCmodels the state transitions (betweenwhisking andnon-whisking)
with good temporal consistency. A continuouswhisker sweep in either
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Figure 4.6 – Result from TICC based clustering of the time series cor-
responding to posterior left whisker (WLdist). The multilayer Markov
random field was trained separately for each of the whiskers. Model
converged in 11 iterations (dataset: D2originA).

directions of the the baseline is correctly identified as a single whisker
stroke by the TICC algorithm (fig 4.7b). Lack of an explicit modeling of
temporal consistency in an HMM is clearly evident in the figure 4.7a.
Unlike in TICC, where adjacent points along the temporal axis are en-
couraged to belong to the same cluster, HMM imposes no such con-
straint. Hence a single whisker stroke or sweep is often segmented
further.

The distribution of duration or length of time segments in each clus-
ter are plotted based on results from both HMM and TICC based clus-
tering of the whisker ’WLdist’. As expected, the duration of segments
as detected by HMM is skewed towards lower values in comparison to
the segments detected by TICC. The length of longest whisking event
detected by HMM is 3.6 seconds long whereas TICC detects a 10.975
second long whisking segment in the dataset. Interestingly, when both
the video and the plots of angles in the 10.975 long interval was ob-
served, the segments showed relatively high whisking activity in that
region. Thus TICC could be useful in finding high activity segments
within a recording. At the same time, it needs to be noted that, in this
context, it could bemisleading to consider a segment as a single stroke.
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(a) HMM based clustering: Over-segmentation of the series is observed.

(b) TICCbased clustering: The temporal consistency constraint prevents rapid
state transitioning thus preventing over segmentation of the series

Figure 4.7 – Comparison of results from clustering using HMM and
TICC (Models trained on angular measurements from the left anterior
whisker, dataset: D2originA). A small 5 sec fraction of the data have
been selected. Two bouts of whisking is discernible from visual in-
spection
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(a) Distribution of bout lengths in whisking and non-whisking clusters de-
tected by HMM. Most of the bouts detected are of very short duration. Most
of the whisking bouts of lengths <0.25 seconds and could be indicative of over
segmentation in HMM based clustering.

(b) Distribution of bout lengths in whisking and non-whisking clusters de-
tected by TICC. A very long (>10s) whisking bout can be seen in the diagram
(annotated)

Figure 4.8 –Distribution of bout lengths inwhisking and non-whisking
clusters detected by HMM and TICC. A single whisking bout of over
10 seconds was observed at the tail of the distribution, this has been
annotated in the plot.
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Figure 4.9 – Distribution of angles in the whisking and non-whisking
clusters. Angles measured at three equidistant nodes on the same
whisker (left posteriorWLdist). Cluster definitions from TICCmethod
are used.

4.4 Synchronicity in bilaterally symmetricwhiskers

Synchronicity between bilaterally symmetric whiskers was measured
in terms for cross-correlograms. By computing cross-correlation be-
tween time points where whisking bouts starts (initiation) or ends (ter-
mination), the synchronicity in the initiation or termination of whisk-
ing was examined.

For the bilaterally symmetric pair of anterior whiskers, the cross
correlogram has a maximum at 0.005 seconds positive lag (one frame
unit) for initiation of whisking, suggesting a lead in the right whisker
WRprox. For the posterior whiskers, the maximum for initiation on
the cross correlogram is at zero lag, suggesting that whisking is almost
synchronous. The cross correlograms for termination of whisking on
both pairs of whiskers suggests very weak synchronicity (refer to fig-
ures 4.10c and 4.10d). The cross correlation values aremore distributed
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compared to that of anterior whiskers. For the anterior whiskers, cor-
relograms for termination events have amaximum at negative lag, sug-
gesting that whiskers terminates earlier in the right whisker WRprox.

In addition to cross correlograms, the duration of overlappingwhiskers
were compared for bilaterally symmetric whiskers. The very long bout
(>10s) observed on both the posterior whiskers 4.12a is observed on
the anterior left (WLprox) whisker as well 4.11a. However, on the right
anterior whisker, WRprox, this has been segmented into three bouts by
TICC, hence the 3 points on far right in figure 4.11a. This longwhisking
bout can be observed in the angle plot (figure 4.13a)and the video.

Aweak linear relationship between the durations ofwhisking bouts
was observed for posterior whiskers. However, for the anterior pair of
whiskers, shorter bout lengths were observed in the whisker on the
right side. The results have been only tested on a single recording
(D2originA) of 5 minutes.
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(a) Cross-correlogram computed between anterior whiskers for initiation of
whisking bouts

(b) Cross-correlogram computed between posterior whiskers for initiation of
whisking bouts

(c) Cross-correlogram computed between anterior whiskers for termination
of whisking bouts

(d) Cross-correlogram computed between posterior whiskers for termination
of whisking bouts

Figure 4.10 –Cross correlograms of initiation and termination ofwhisk-
ing bouts in the tracked whiskers, computed for a window of 1 second
(Dataset: D2originA)
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(a) Duration of overlappingwhisking
bouts in anterior whiskers

(b) Anupper threshold of 1.5 seconds
applied on the plot on the left

Figure 4.11 – Comparison of the duration of overlapping whisking
bouts in bilaterally symmetric anterior whiskersWLprox andWRprox.
(Dataset : D2originA). In 4.11b, the durations of both the axes are lim-
ited to 1.5 seconds to visualize the structure among the data points. The
left whsiker WLprox seems to have shorter whisking bouts compared
to WRprox.
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(a) Duration of overlappingwhisking
bouts in posterior whiskers

(b) Anupper threshold of 1.5 seconds
applied on the plot on the left

Figure 4.12 – Comparison of the duration of overlapping whisking
bouts in bilaterally symmetric posterior whiskers WLdist and WRdist.
(Dataset : D2originA). In 4.12b, the durations of both the axes are lim-
ited to 1.5 seconds to visualize the structure among the data points.
There is a weak linear relationship observed between the twowhiskers
4.12b.
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(a) The angle of segment p1p4 on whisker WLdist plotted across the entire
length of recording. A very active whisking region of over 10 seconds can be
observed. (Dataset: D2originA)

(b) Distribution of segment lengths in whisking and non-whisking clusters
detected by TICC. A single whisking bout of over 10 seconds was observed at
the tail of the distribution, this has been annotated in the plot

Figure 4.13 – A very long (>10s) whisking bout detected by the TICC
algorithm on three of the four whiskers
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Discussion and Conclusion

This study presents a two distinct machine learning based approaches
to tackling well defined data analysis problems in behavioural neu-
roscience. A deep learning approach is used to address the problem
of extracting data from videography data of whisking behaviour in
rats. Our work has shown that, the deep learning makes tracking tiny
whiskers even in very low quality video data feasible. most of the tra-
ditional computer vision techniques were doomed to fail since most
of them have a requirement of high enough contrast within the im-
ages. In this context, deep learningmodels which have learned the low
level features in the hierarchy of image processing has the potential to
give better performances. DeepLabcut [26] is a very data efficient deep
learning model which uses transfer learning principles to tackle with
deficiency in data. As seen in the results, under the constraints of im-
age quality and quantity (diversity of features in the training sets), the
DeepLabCut framework gives a decent whisker tracking. Moreover,
the technique offers high scalability of the tracking system, it could
be employed in the different whisking paradigms: head fixed, uncon-
strained free roaming etc.

58
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Similarly, dynamics of the whisking behaviour is explored using
unsupervised time seriesmodeling techniques. In particular, the study
demonstrates the efficiency of a Markov random field based model in
characterizing thewhisking behaviour from limited data. In particular,
the method can extract long active periods of whisking from record-
ings. In addition, the work also examines synchronicity among bilat-
erally symmetricwhiskers. Simplemethods like cross-correlogram can
be used to analyse the synchronicity in whisking.

5.1 Challenges and Limitations

5.1.1 Sample size

One of the main challenges in this study was the limited quantity and
quality of the video data available. The methods have been tested only
on three recordings each of a short duration (5minutes). It is likely that
from the large repertoire of behaviours, only few are captured in these
recordings. As a result, the methods have been validated only on this
limited set of behaviours.

5.1.2 Image quality

There exists an inherent limitation in using amono-ocular imaging sys-
tem in the study ofwhisking behaviour in untrimmed rodents. Whiskers
are arranged on the rodents cheek in a grid fashion with each whisker
moving in a three dimensional plane. This brings to videography a
non-trivial challenge of discerning the identity of whiskers. It is often
impossible for a human looking at a limited sequence of frames to iden-
tify the whiskers. Adding to this is the possibility of cross-overs and
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occlusions of whiskers in frames.

The very tiny size of whisker structures demands a recording with
high spatial resolution. Moreover, rodents whiskers are rapidly mov-
ing structures and as explained by the sampling theorem, to study
these movements, very high-speed camera settings (esp. in terms of
sampling rate/frame rate) are required. As discussed in the section
2.2, almost all of the present day studies on whisking behaviour uses
frame rates of >500 fps. Given frame rates of the range 125 to 225 fps,
often the biggest challenge in using a supervised learning system like
DeepLabCut was the ambiguity while labeling the data. Motion blur
was a significant problem and when the interesting (active whisking)
behaviour starts, the whiskers are almost invisible in the frames. This
results in errors in the labeling of whiskers and these erroneous labels
are subsequently used in training and testing the network.

5.1.3 Tracking using DeepLabCut

The probability scoremaps and likelihood associatedwith the tracking
results in DLC are quite useful as a measure of reliability of the predic-
tions. We tried to visualize the errors in the prediction using spline fit-
ting (cubic) to the points traced on whiskers. Many predicted whisker
nodes with a likelihood score above 0.9 could not be interpolated to a
smooth spline.

The measurement of whisker angles use the basal node as a refer-
ence point of the whisker segments. Besides being a moving reference,
tracking of these basal nodes, being near themicrovibrissae dense area,
themselves are noisy. Given the ability of DLC to track snouts, this
could be utilized to obtain a more reliable reference point for the angle
measurements.
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Network training

In this study, we do not benchmark the performance of the DLC net-
work. Due to limitations in computational resources, the network train-
ing has only been done for a single shuffle of the training dataset.

Generalization performance

Even though the transfer learning implemented in the DLC framework
greatly reduces the amount of data required, the variability in training
data is an important factor to the efficiency of the prediction. Since the
amount of data and the variability (in whisker positions) available to
us for trainingwere limited, retraining the networkwas often required.
Since training requires a lot of time and computational resources, this
is not desirable.

In case of new body parts (snout, head or more nodes on whiskers)
to be tracked, the architecture requires a modification. In particular,
additional deconvolutional layers have to be added to the end of the
network for each new body part. In the framework, this means a new
network has to be defined, labeled, and trained from the very begin-
ning. However, unlike most of the traditional computer vision based
application, nomodification in the algorithms (optimization) is required.

5.1.4 Evaluation of tracking results

DLC offers a framework which includes functionalities to measure er-
rors. However, this error is calculated in terms of the absolute eu-
clidean distance in pixels between the predicted and the labeled po-
sitions. This might not scalable across difference imaging conditions.
Moreover, since we calculate angles from the frames, the error propa-
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gation from the image or Cartesian coordinates to the polar coordinates
is a major challenge.

An important aspect to be considered in calculating the error in the
DLC labeling is that the error in human labeling (ex., in terms of vari-
ations across multiple trials or across humans) for the datasets has not
been quantified. This is especially significant given the low frame rate
of the recordings (<200 fps). Many frames have extreme motion blur
and in particular, during active whisking periods, whiskers are often
not discernible to the human eye. Moreover, given single, camera sys-
tems, we are limited to 2 dimensions. Thus, from any view angles, the
whisker pad is not completely visible and overlaps and occlusions of
whiskers cannot be avoided. Thus there is high ambiguity as to the
identity of whisker being labeled, even to the human eyes. These fac-
tors affects both the quality of the labeling and the calculation of the
performance of the network.

Figure 5.1 – A frame from a unilateral video recording. A white sheet
of paper moving close to the whisker pad was often mislabeled as the
whisker.
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Another limitation of the evaluation method is related to the quan-
tification of error or accuracy. The absolute error measured in terms of
pixels is the Euclidean distance between the predicted and the human
labeled pixels. However, this measurement of error cannot be com-
pared across different imaging conditions (spatial resolution, camera
to object distance or viewing angle).

5.1.5 Identification of whisking bouts

The methods like TICC and HMM are employed in this work to clus-
ter the data points in the time series into actively whisking and non-
whisking bouts. Since there is no ground truth as to what defines a
whisking bout, the validation of the methods is limited. Upon visual
inspection, it seems like the active periods (large variations in the am-
plitude or whisking angles) are distinguished from the rest periods (no
or small variations from the baseline. However, there is no ground
truth againstwhich the results from the twomethods can be compared.
Moreover, there is no objectivemeasure for comparison of the efficiency
of the two methods.

5.1.6 Study of synchronicity

The cross-correlograms and comparison of duration of whisking bouts
have been applied only on a single dataset (D2originA). Moreover, this
dataset is recording of 5 minute duration.
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5.2 Future Scope

The results of tracking under severe constraints in this study suggests
that deep learning based methods are very promising in the tracking
of behaviour. Using better data acquisition systems (higher temporal
and spatial resolution) and experimental setup could readily result in
quick improvements in tracking quality.

Thedata that could be provided by automatedwhiskermotion track-
ing opens door to the interesting possibilities ofmodeling thewhisking
behaviour. The time series modeling used in this study is an attempt
towards the same. A comprehensive computational model of the be-
haviour could be valuable to the study on active sensing.

• A deep learning based semantic segmentation framework using
transfer learningprinciples has a potential in tracking thewhisker
along its shaft length. In images with high spatial resolution, this
could also offer the possibility of taking into account the mor-
phology (tapering, better curvature measures) of the whiskers.

• When tracking the whiskers, including a temporal filtering en-
coding the temporal consistency could possibly improve the pre-
diction accuracy. Similar to the significance of the concept in the
TICC method, the tracking technique could possibly incorporate
the temporal correlation between the frames. Currently, tracking
in the DLC framework is done on a frame by frame basis.

• Given the well defined grid arrangement of the whiskers and
its well correlated arrangement of the barrel cortex, the study of
whisker movements should ideally be able to resolve the posi-
tion of the tracked whisker in the grid. In most of the viewing
angles in the mono-ocular paradigm, this is a very challenging
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task. Thus there is significant scope of multi-camera systems in
the study of the whisking behaviour.
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Appendix A

Data

Figure A.1 – A frame from the original unilateral video recording
(dataset: D1origin)
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Figure A.2 – A frame from the original bilateral video recording
(dataset: D2originB)

Figure A.3 – A frame from the original bilateral video recording
(dataset: D2originA)
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Figure A.4 – An unseen (during training) frame labeled by a trained
DLC network (Datatset: D1origin)



Appendix B

Hidden Markov Models

B.1 Mathematical formulation of the model

• Hidden states Z = {Zn}, n = 1, ..., N

• Observations (time series data) X = {Xt}, i = {1, ..., T} where
Xt could be multivariate such that Xt = xkt , k = 1, .., K

An HMM is characterised by a set θ = {q,A,B} of three model
parameters:

• Initial state probability matrix q = {qj = P (z1 = j)}, j = 1, ..., N

• Transition probability matrix A = {aij = P (zt+1 = j | zt = i)},
i, j = 1, ..., N

• Emission probability matrix B = {bj(x) = P (Xt = x | zt = j)},
i, j = 1, ..., N

74
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B.2 Baum Welch Algorithm

BaumWelch algorithm is essentially an iterative training method used
to find the optimal parameters of a hidden markov model. The algo-
rithm starts with some initialization of the model parameters. In each
iteration of the algorithm, Baum-Welch algorithm in turn utilizes two
other algorithms, namely forward and backward algorithms in its im-
plementation.

B.2.1 Problem Statement

Objective : To find the most likely set of model parameters θML =

{q,A,B}, given an observation sequence {Xt}, i = {1, ..., T}. In terms
of maximum likelihood, this can be formulated as :

θML = argmax
θ

P [X | θ] (B.1)

B.3 Viterbi Algorithm

Viterbi algorithm is a variant of dynamic programming used to find
the most probable sequence of hidden states for a given observation
sequence. The search space for the problem originally has a size of
NT where N is the number of possible states and T is the number of
observations (time points), thus number of possible sequences grows
exponentially with T . The Viterbi algorithm, however, efficiently finds
the most probable path with a computational cost that grows linearly
with T [34].
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B.3.1 Problem Statement

Objective : Tofind themost probable state sequence using themaximum-
a-posteriori (MAP) criterion, given the HMM model θML = {q,A,B}
and the observed sequence {Xt}, i = {1, ..., T}.

î = ( ̂i1, ..., iT ) = argmax
i1,...,iT

P [Z1 = i1, ..., ST = iT | X1, ...,XT , θ] (B.2)



Appendix C

Toeplitz InverseCovariance based
Clustering

C.1 Problem Statement

The mathematical formulation of the Toeplitz Inverse Covariance based
clustering optimization problem is as follows [40]:

argmin
Θ∈T ,P

K∑
k=1

[ sparsity︷ ︸︸ ︷
‖ λ ◦Θk ‖1 +

∑
Xt ∈Pk

 loglikelihood︷ ︸︸ ︷
−``(Xt,Θk) +

temporalconsistency︷ ︸︸ ︷
β 1 {Xt−1 /∈ Pk}

]
(C.1)
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Figure C.1 – Θk with window size w = 3

C.1.1 Toeplitz matrices

In (C.1), T denotes a set of symmetric block Toeplitz matrices each of
size nw × nw (C.2). The

Θk =



A(0) (A(1))
T

(A(2))
T

. . . . . . (A(w−1))
T

A(1) A(0) (A(1))
T

. . . . . .
...

A(2) A(1) . . . . . . . . . ...
... . . . . . . . . . (A(1))

T
(A(2))

T

... . . . . . . A(1) A(0) (A(1))
T

A(w−1) . . . . . . A(2) A(1) A(0)


, (C.2)

where A(0), A(1), ..., A(w−1) ∈ Rn×n. A sub-block of the matrix A(0) on
the diagonal represents the edges within a layer of theMRF (intra-time
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partial correlations). It can be represented as :

A(0) =



A
(0)
0,0 A

(0)
0,1 . . . . . . A

(0)
0,n−1

A
(0)
1,0 A

(0)
1,1 . . . . . .

...
... ... . . . . . .

...
... ... A

(0)
i,j . . .

...
... ... . . . . . .

...
A

(0)
n−1,0 A

(0)
n−1,1 . . . . . . A

(0)
n−1,n−1


(C.3)

ElementA(0)
i,j in theA(0) sub-block represents an edge betweennodes

or variables i, jwithin a single layer (solid edges in network figure C.1),
both i and j belonging to a specific time point t′ in one of the segments
which belong to the cluster k.

The off-diagonal elements, on the other hand, represents edges that
connect across layers (dashed lines in figure C.1) and encode cross-time
correlations. Element A(1)

i,j in the A(1) sub-block thus encodes the cor-
relation between the node i in layer corresponding to some time point
t and the node j in an adjacent layer corresponding to time t− 1.

C.1.2 Sparsity term

The term ‖ λ ◦Θk ‖ is an l1 penalty term for ensuring sparsity within
the network structure. Specifically, the regularization parameter λ is
the hyperparameter of the model which determines the spartsity of
each cluster. Though λ is an nw × nw matrix, in practical applications
it is set to a single scalar value to reduce the search space.
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C.1.3 Likelihood term

The log-likelihood term in the TICC problem models the probability
of the observations given the model parameters. ``(Xt,Θk) is the log-
likelihood that observation Xt was generated by the state (cluster) k.

``(Xt,Θk) = −1

2
(Xt − µk)TΘk)(Xt − µk) +

1

2
log detΘk −

n

2
log (2π),

(C.4)
where µk is the empirical mean of the cluster k.

C.1.4 Temporal consistency term

In the temporal consistency term, β is the regularization parameter and
1 {Xt−1 /∈ Pk} is a functionwhich indicateswhether the preceding data
points in the window have been assigned to the same cluster or not. 1
denotes an indicator function.



Appendix D

Cross correlation

Figure D.1 – Cross correlograms for the entire window. The top panel
shows correlograms for whisking initiation events and the bottom
panel shows termination of whiskers
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